AUTONOMIC DELIVERS ARRAY OF NEW FEATURES FOR MIRAGE MUSIC
PLAYERS
Improved sound quality for Sirius/XM users, Deezer compatibility, proprietary Snapshot
function, enhanced playlist management and new synchronization software available now
Armonk, NY. November 12, 2014 – Autonomic, makers of the finest whole-house music
systems, has announced the availability of an enhanced feature set for their MMS-2A and MMS5A music players including compatibility with web-based music service Deezer, an amazing
new Snapshot feature along with enhanced playlist management and new Mirage Media
synchronization software for Windows.
The Mirage Music Players now deliver Sirius/XM at 256 Kbps, giving users more clarity and
detail from their entertainment programming. The Mirage Music Players are engineered to
deliver the highest possible fidelity from all sources, and this latest update for Sirius/XM users
sounds superb. The rapid adoption of Sirius/XM at 256 Kbps is another example of Autonomic’s
ongoing commitment to deliver the highest quality playback capability to our customers.
Deezer helps broaden the Mirage Music Player’s appeal internationally, with the service now
available in over 180 countries worldwide. The service also offers a sizable music library of
roughly 30 million licensed tracks from many major and independent record labels as well as
connectivity to over 30,000 radio channels. Availability to US consumers is coming soon.
Autonomic’s new Snapshot feature enables users to create the ultimate music mix by capturing
a Snapshot of their musical experience as it is happening and recall it at any time from their
favorites menu. The mix can include a blend of locally stored digital music and streaming
content, all elegantly sewn together in a customized queue by Autonomic’s TuneBridge™
technology. Management of playlists has been enhanced as well, with fingertip control of
advanced editing capabilities enabling users to swiftly delete, rename, reorder, add or edit
content within their favorite playlists.
Designed to enhance efficiency for integrators, the new Mirage Media synchronization software
for Windows mirrors the ergonomic advantages of the latest version designed for the Mac
environment. The new software is faster and offers numerous configurability options.
Additionally, integrators will benefit from an enhanced configuration page, which now allows
them to assign, monitor and access servers in the field, monitor NAS drive scans, and gain realtime management capability via the Autonomic Dealer Zone Device Manager.
New Mirage Audio System packages available: Autonomic is now offering Mirage Audio
System 2 or 5-stream base packs leveraging the MMS-2A and MMS-5A music players, giving
integrators a complete range of high-resolution whole-house audio distribution systems. 16zone packages start at $499 per zone ($7995 MSRP) with 4-Zone, 2-Stream packages as low
as $3,995 MSRP. All Mirage Audio System packages can be tailored to the exact needs of each
customer and are expandable to 96 zones.

Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and
video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products
have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes,
Windows Media, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio, Slacker, Napster, Deezer and
Spotify.

